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wide-ranging discussion of the issues. As to the first issue, the
at prior notification to instructors was entirely appropriate. Mr.
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• be used to enable spi nsors to receive confirmation of when an instructor actually
received the notice.
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and to recommend that the wording "should notify" should be
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bsences into the OP.
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A proposed resoluti n is attached to these minutes.



•	 WHEREAS, Texas Tech University maintains a policy on students' attendance
academic classes an excused absences for university business in OP 34.04, and

in

WHEREAS, OP 34 04 will be reviewed every even-numbered year by the vice pro
for academic affairs, and

WHEREAS, the F. ulty Senate of Texas Tech University is concerned with stlic nt
attendance and acad mic performance.

THEREFORE BE I RESOLVED, that the first sentence of the third paragraph of pat
"Class Attendance" f OP 34.04 that deals with notification of a student's instructor
regard to departure and return schedules for officially approved university trips
changed to read "m st notify" from "should notify," and

BE IT FURTHER ESOLVED, that it should be a student's responsibility to ensure
their instructor(s) re eive notice in advance of officially approved absences, and
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BE IT FURTHER ESOLVED, that some mechanism be required to confirm wh -1 a
student's instructor eceived notice of an absence, and

BE IT FURTHER "ESOLVED, that a universal form for notification of instructor of
officially approved bsences be included as an attachment to OP 34.04.
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